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Fate permitting, more people may be able to apply the wisdom of Stoicism to the real challenges and everyday problems of
modern living. However, that change won’t leap off the page. It only comes by making a firm decision, here and now, to begin
putting ideas like these into practice. As Marcus wrote to himself, “Waste no more time arguing about what a good man should
be; just be one.” — Donald Robertson, How to Think Like a Roman Emperor

It is an experience shared by nearly everyone who discovers an interest in philosophy. It starts with a low point—you lose your job,
your life is upended by a pandemic, you lose a loved one (as this month’s author did), your general discontent creeps into your
existential crisis. You search for guidance, for a new way of living and approaching life, brings you to the work of Socrates or Plato or
Marcus Aurelius or Seneca. You learn about how they used philosophy to live happy and fulfilled lives. You’re hooked. You found
exactly what you were looking for. You’re hungry for more. You get your hands on as many philosophical books as you can. You pore
over them. As you do, you slowly begin to realize you’re drifting further and further from what you were originally looking for and what
philosophy was originally intended for: practical guidance—tools, tactics, mental frameworks, daily practices and exercises and ways
of living that can help you navigate problems and flourish.

Donald Robertson—author of this month’s book, How To Think Like A Roman Emperor—talks about this commonly shared
experience. We set out to become “veritable warriors of the mind,” he writes, but “become more like librarians of the mind...collating
and organizing ideas [instead of] putting philosophy to work on a daily basis.”

If How To Think Like A Roman Emperor were to be summed up in one sentence, that would be it. Weaving his insights as
psychotherapist for some two decades into the story of Marcus Aurelius’ fascinating development as a human being, Robertson shows
and explains how to put philosophy to work on a daily basis. If you want to use philosophy the way it was intended, if you want to
become a warrior of the mind, you have to read this book.

Quotes:

“The true goal of life for Stoics isn’t to acquire as many external advantages as possible but to use whatever befalls us wisely, whether
it be sickness or health, wealth or poverty, friends or enemies. The Stoic Sage, or wise man, needs nothing but uses everything well;
the fool believes himself to “need” countless things, but he uses them all badly.”

“What matters...isn’t what we feel but how we respond to those feelings.”

“Peace of mind can be achieved even in the chaos of the battlefield...or in the clamor of the Senate, as long as we keep our mind in
good order. Marcus concludes by condensing this into six Greek words, perhaps quoted from a previous author, which we might
translate as The universe is change: life is opinion.”

Discussion Questions:

Of all the philosophical and psychological exercises and techniques Donald explores throughout the book, which most resonated with
you? How might you incorporate them into your day-to-day?

Donald is clearly a great believer in using real stories to teach Stoic principles. Was there a particular story from Marcus’ life that
helped you understand Stoicism in a way you hadn’t before? Or that clarified in some way how you can apply Stoicism to your own
life?

(Discuss)
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